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South East Timber Association on the Private Native Forestry Codes
of Practice for NSW
1. Introduction
South East Timber Association (SETA) members advocate for policies that allow for active and
adaptive management of native forests on both private and public land. SETA expects government
policies and practices will maintain environmental values in the long term.
Over more than twenty years, SETA members have seen active management of native forests on
public land, replaced by management by the myth of permanent protection, as the parks and
reserves system has grown to cover 80 percent of the available public land in NSW.
On private property, the three levels of government have developed layers of green tape that
impact land owners capacity to actively manage property and environmental risks. The latest green
tape example is the Koala State Environment Planning Policy 2019, which has effectively added an
initial 6.3 million hectares of private land to the NSW informal reserve system. No evidence is
publicly available to show that the minister's responsible for this decision requested the
departments to undertake a cost benefit analysis or socio-economic assessment before signing off
on the policy.

2. The NSW Native Vegetation Environmental Regulatory Framework Underpinned by
Terra Nullius Ecological Ideology
The NSW environmental, fire management and relevant laws, regulating private native forests, are
underpinned by a terra nullius ecological ideology. The terra nullius ecological ideology assumes that
Aboriginal management had no real impact on the evolution of the Australian biota.
Therefore, regulators assume the cessation of Aboriginal land management by fire, has had no
impact on the ecology, health and habitat of all the species that evolved in a regime of regular
disturbance by fire. In the more remote parts of Australia, The Australian Wildlife Conservancy
(AWC) is using managed fire, to protect and enhance the food resources and mitigate bushfire risk
for a range of threatened species. The scientists working for the AWC apparently see managed fire
as an ecological protection tool, used for habitat restoration and wildfire risk management
In the taller forested landscape of NSW, the regulators, along with fire and ecology researchers
continue to ignore the role that Aboriginal fire played in the evolution of forested landscapes.
The terra nullius ecological ideology is exhibited in the constant claim of 'permanent protection,'
made, whenever land tenure is changed from private, leasehold or state forest, to national park or
other reserve status. The concept of permanent protection has been shown time and again to be a
falsehood, as passive management ensures megafires and feral predators and other threats push
more and more species in the "permanently protected" reserve system to extinction.
The making of the State Environmental Planning Policy (Koala Habitat Protection) 2019 (Koala SEPP
2019), on Friday 20 December 2019, just two business days before Christmas, provides the latest
example of terra nullius policy.
The timing of the Koala SEPP 2019, which was signed off by the ministerial cluster, in the middle of
the biggest fire emergency in NSW history, is of deep concern to SETA members. The koala
protection promised by the Departments of Environment and Planning under this policy will not be
delivered. The Koala SEPP 2019, is a green tape policy, with very limited applicability to urban and
peri-urban areas and no relevance to on ground management of koala populations in rural areas,
including environmental zones.
The terra nullius ecological view was confirmed in 1987, with the gazettal of the NSW Wilderness
Act.
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3. Appendix A: Listed Species Ecological Prescriptions
3(a) Koala (Phascolarctos cinereus)
The Department of Planning and Environment bureaucrats claim:
"The Koala Development Application Map applies to 6,368,645 hectares across NSW across 83
council areas. SEPP 44 previously applied to the entire area across the 83 local government areas –
just under 54 million hectares."
The Site Investigation Area for Koala Plans of Management Map applies to 24,874,389 hectares
across NSW. SEPP 44 previously applied to the entire area across the 83 local government areas –
just under 54 million hectares.
The use of applied instead of affected is bureaucratic obfuscation, which has potentially misled at
least some of the ministers who agreed to the policy. There has been a massive increase in the area
and number of landowners affected by the Koala SEPP 2019 compared to the previous Koala SEPP
44.
For SEPP 44 to be triggered, one of 10 feed species had to make up 15 percent of the forest and
koalas had to be present. Under the new SEPP, if native forest has 15 percent of 123 listed 'feed'
tree species and there has been a koala record within 2.5 or 5 kilometres (depending on Koala
Management Area), in the past 18 years, the land is deemed to be Core Koala Habitat (CKH). The
Koala DA Mapped land defaults to Sensitive Regulated Land - Environmental Zones, which effectively
lock in management by neglect.
Under the NSW Private Native Forest Codes of Practice, harvesting and other forest operations are
excluded, from CKH, which effectively turns affected private property into informal conservation
reserves.
An initial 6,368,645 hectares of private property has been forcibly added to the NSW informal parks
and reserves system without any compensation to affected landowners. An unknown amount of the
24,874,389 hectares of the Site Investigation Area for Koala Plans of Management, will also be added
to the area of CKH on private property. The area of CKH, locked up, for the "protection" of one
species, will be greater than the current area of formal parks and reserves on public land.
The Department of Environment has never undertaken a consistent state wide efficient and effective
survey, such as the use of koala song metres. This should have been a first step, prior to the
finalisation of the Koala SEPP 2019. How can the Department manage koala populations, when they
don't know the actual footprint of the species and the key policy is unpinned by a wilderness
ideology, not a science based active and adaptive management strategy?
On 20 December 2019, in a Planning Department press release, Mr Marcus Ray, Deputy Secretary of
Planning Assessments stated, "This new policy will help deliver on the Government's objective to
stabilise and protect koala protections across the State, as outlined in the NSW Koala Strategy." The
past fire season has demonstrated, the Koala SEPP 2019, will not deliver the policy objectives
announced by Mr Ray.
The Koala SEPP 2019, was not debated in the parliament, despite the unconscionable seizure of
private property rights by the NSW Government. The Koala SEPP 2019, will not deliver the objectives
as it does not address future megafire risks to koalas. Table 1 of the Draft Koala Habitat Protection
Guideline states that: "Core koala habitat should not form part of the Asset Protection Zone (APZ).
The APZ should occur beyond any koala habitat."
By effectively placing an additional barrier to low intensity ecological, traditional or fuel reduction
burning over millions of hectares of NSW native forest, the code authors show a total lack of
knowledge of how fire risk must be managed to protect all biodiversity and they have helped to lock
in future wildfire disasters.
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In ministerial correspondence MDPE20/693, The Hon. Rob Stokes MP advised: "Where land is
identified as core koala habitat, the 10/50 Vegetation Clearing Code of Practice does not apply, and
land cannot be cleared without a permit. However, hazard reduction clearing, including low intensity
burns, can still occur if it is carried out in line with a Hazard Reduction Certificate issued by the NSW
Rural Fire Service (RFS).
How will this all work for communities, koalas and more than a billion other birds, mammals and
reptiles ravaged by mega fires during the 2019-20 fire season? Cobargo is one of the NSW towns,
where many homes and businesses were burnt. It is shrouded in pink which indicates CKH. Based on
Minister Stokes advice, the 10/50 Vegetation Clearing Code of Practise does not apply, so residents
will have unmanaged fire regrowth up to their back doors in future years.

The Kiah area, which was burnt out on the night of 4 January 2020, the town of Eden, along with
hundreds of other communities face a similar future with fuel loaded wilderness up to their door
step. The rural communities and any koalas that have not already been killed, will be decimated by
the ongoing failure of government agencies to adequately mitigate bushfire risk.

Given the increase in koala "feed trees" from 10 in the SEPP 44 to 123 in the Koala SEPP 2019, which
senior bureaucrats in Local Land Services (LLS) did not understand the enormous impact this single
issue would have on private native forest (PNF) log supply, as all the PNF Codes prohibit forest
operations in CKH?
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The Koala SEPP 2019 authors and it would appear, senior LLS bureaucrats have failed to recognise
that koalas can co-exist with farming and forestry operations. Koala surveys in the now Murrah Flora
Reserves, on the NSW south coast showed koala activity levels were two to three times higher in the
harvested state forest, than in the adjoining protected National Park.

About 70 percent of the koala activity was associated with regrowth from integrated harvesting in
the 1970s and 80s and regrowth from a 1980 bushfire. It was ironic that the government chose to
stop the managed forest regeneration and now relies on the unmanaged megafire regeneration
process.
The koalas preference for young foliage, including epicormic regrowth was recognised in the
Planning Minister's letter noted: "I am advised by the Department's Environment, Energy and Science
division that burnt habitat can regrow and support koalas in as little as six months, so DA
consideration for such land remains. These comments again highlight the science bureaucrats
continue to endorse the failed lock up and neglect forest management, rather than allowing active
management, including a reasonable level of private native forest, to deliver better social,
environmental and economic outcomes than the public land parks and reserves system.
Recent song meter surveys on the NSW north coast found "Neither occupancy nor bellow rate were
influenced by timber harvesting intensity, time since harvesting or local landscape extent of
harvesting or old growth. Extrapolation of occupancy across modelled habitat indicates that the
hinterland forests of north-east NSW support a widespread, though likely low density koala
population that is considerably larger than previously estimated." (Law et al 2018).
What the department's science division fail to advise is that the megafires have killed thousands of
koalas and it is this threat that the Koala SEPP 2019 and draft Guidelines should manage. Instead,
the Koala SEPP 2019 prohibits harvesting and obstructs operations to would help mitigate wildfire
risk.
Given significant areas of the "protected" Kosciuszko National Park have been burn twice in less than
twenty years, the extension of the wilderness, lock up and neglect management ideology to millions
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of hectares of private property does not bode well for all native flora and fauna, rural landowners
and fire prone communities, living in NSW, west of the Pacific Ocean.
Recommendation 1
That the Agriculture Minister review the advice from Local Land Services Senior Management
Team to determine if they fully understood the heavy social, economic costs the Koala SEPP 2019
has imposed on tens of thousands of landowners and associated communities and the perverse
environmental impacts the policy will deliver.
Recommendation 2
It is recommended the Agriculture Minister engage with the other cluster Ministers to have the
current koala SEPP 2019 application restricted to peri-urban areas and a new SEPP be drafted for
the rural and environmental zones, that embraces an active and adaptive science approach rather
than the current green tape lockup and neglect ideology.
Recommendation 3
As koalas have been proven to coexist with forest harvesting, it is recommended the private
native forest code conditions re rewritten to allow harvesting to be undertaken in Core Koala
Habitat, subject to retention of a reasonable number of feed and rest trees and other protections
needed to ensure koalas are not injured during harvesting.

3(b)Southern brown bandicoot (eastern) (Isoodon obesulus)
The Southern NSW Code requires Southern Brown Bandicoots (SBB) to be protected by, among
other things:
•
•
•

the establishment of a 200 metre radius exclusion zone;
no forest operation or removal of understorey plants; and
no post-harvest burning.

In simple terms, SBBs actually need protection from predators and wildfire, so the code prescriptions
do nothing to actually protect this species. Evidence to confirm that the "permanent protection"
ideology fails to protect this species, was provided by the Threatened Species Scientific Committee,
in 2016. The table below, documents the declining populations of the threatened Southern Brown
Bandicoot (SBB), in five reserves, across three states.

A significant area of SBB and Long-footed Potoroo habitat, along with many other threatened
species habitat, has been decimated in the December and January wildfires in SE NSW and East
Gippsland.
See the two photos below.
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SBB in Integrated Harvested and Thinned Regrowth SBB Camera Location After the 2020 Border Fire

Recommendation 4
It is recommended the relevant code prescriptions for Southern Brown Bandicoot be amended to
remove so-called permanent protection prescriptions and ensure forest operations include
predator control and bushfire mitigation works, that manage fuel levels and reduce the intensity
of future unplanned fires to protect all flora and fauna species, threatened or not.

3(c) Long-footed potoroo (Potorous longipes)
The Southern NSW Code requires Long-footed Potoroos (LFP) to be protected by, among other
things:
•
•
•

the establishment of a 200 metre radius exclusion zone;
no forest operation or removal of understorey plants; and
no post-harvest burning.

In simple terms, LFPs, like all critical weight range mammals, (CWRM, 35-5,500 grams) actually need
protection from predators and wildfire, so the code prescriptions do nothing to actually protect this
species. The photo below comes from a Victorian forest, which had been heavily harvested, the
regrowth thinned and fuel reduction burning and predator baiting being undertaken. This has
proven to be far superior management to the lockup and neglect ideology.

Long-footed Potoroo in Multiple Use Forest

SETA members are not aware of any verified sightings of LFPs in NSW in the past 20 years or more.
Consequently, the Southern NSW Code requirement for protection of this species may be a moot
point.
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About 20 years ago, as a result of fox scat and hair tube analysis, areas of State Forest in southern
NSW were transferred to the South East Forest National Park, as it was believed that a LFP
population existed in those forests. A LFP recovery plan was finalised by the NSW National Parks and
Wildlife Service (NP&WS) in May 2002. The NSW Scientific Committee Final Determination, 10 years
later, listed the LFP as a Critically Endangered Species.
In 2016-17, over 25,000 nights of motion camera survey was undertaken by the NP&WS across
permanently protected, potential habitat of the LFP in the South East Forest National Park. The
survey failed to record any LFP. The BioNet Atlas has a mix of "observed," "probable identification,"
"in scat," "definite Potorous Sp, probable P longipes," probable potoroo," "probable Long-footed
Potoroo," "definite identification," "possible identification," and "probable potoroo only."
Possible/probable identifications make up a high percentage of the records.
Due to lack of LFP sightings since the LFP habitat was permanently protected and with advances in
DNA analysis, SETA asked NP&WS staff if the hair samples and scats had been retained. They advised
that the samples were analysed by a contractor. Despite the Critically Endangered status of this
species neither the NP&WS or the contractor have retained any samples that could confirm the
existence of the species in NSW.
Recommendation 5
It is recommended the relevant code prescriptions for Long-footed Potoroo be amended, to
remove areas of so-called permanent protection and ensure forest operations include predator
control and bushfire mitigation works, that manage fuel levels and reduce the intensity of future
unplanned fires to protect all flora and fauna species, threatened or not.

3(d) Broad-headed snake (Hoplocephalus bungaroides), Rocky Outcrops and Cliffs
The Broad-headed Snake is one of a growing list of flora and fauna being pushed to extinction
through management by neglect. Much of the core habitat of the snake is permanently protected in
Ku-ring-gai Chase, Marramarra, Dharug, Blue Mountains and Wollemi and other parks and reserves,
yet the snake continues on a path to extinction.
Prior to European arrival, the sandstone habitat was kept open by regular Aboriginal burning. With
the loss of regular burning, a cycle of intense wildfires triggered an explosion in shrubby
understorey, much of the rocky habitat has historically high shading levels. Without enough sun on
the rocks, reptile thermoregulation capacity is diminished and in the end, if they can't move to more
suitable habitat, they die out.
While researchers have identified collection of bush rock and general rock disturbance as the major
conservation concern, without enough heat, it doesn't matter how much suitable rock habitat is
available. The NSW Southern, Northern and Western Code require the establishment of a 3 hectare
buffer zone and minimal understorey disturbance.
Regulators typically view buffer zones as areas where all forest operations, including low intensity
fuel reduction burning is excluded. Most rocky outcrops in public forest landscapes are now heavily
shaded, in between more frequent cycles of denudation by wildfires.
Rocky out crops and cliffs, are prime reptilian habitat. It is quite perverse, when rocky outcrops in
agricultural landscapes have more reptilian diversity than those in forest landscapes. The major
difference in many cases is the amount of sunlight reaching the rock surfaces.
The rocky outcrops typically have extraordinary fuel loads compared to pre-European landscapes, so
they are no longer a safe haven for reptiles and other fauna, including Rock Wallabies and Quolls
during wildfire events.
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A Typical, Heavily Shaded Forest Rocky Outcrop, With the Auditor Checking That the 20 Metre Buffer and
Cold Rocks Remain Sacrosanct

Recommendation 6
It is recommended that the Code prescriptions relating to reptile habitat, rocky outcrops and cliffs
be rewritten to allow for the management of shading by the use of selective understorey and
overstorey removal and low intensity fire, to improve reptile habitat and reduce future wildfire
intensity.
3(e) Small Terrestrial Orchids eg Diuris pedunculata (Small snake orchid)
A number of small terrestrial orchids are quite delicate, with the flower stem being 10 to 15cm in
length. As with most fire dependent flora and fauna, for orchid species, the Southern and Northern
Codes adopt the "precautionary principle," as practised across public lands. If in doubt, eliminate all
human induced disturbance and assume the permanent protection will ensure species survival.
The Codes require a 20 metre exclusion zone around all individuals and groups of the Small Snake
Orchid. An Exclusion Zone is an area of land within a specified distance of landscape features, where
forest operations are prohibited, unless otherwise allowed under the Codes. Forest operations,
include ongoing management operations, which should include fuel reduction or ecological burning.
The Codes do not mention burning in the context of the sustainable management of native forests.
As the EPA auditors take a strict reading of the Codes approach, any burning would be viewed as a
breach of the Codes and fines issued. The Saving Our Species Strategy makes no mention of the use
of fire to manage this species. Managing grazing, spraying weeds and monitoring are the key actions
that are to secure this species from extinction for the next 100 years.
In the 1970s and 80s, following fuel reduction burns, SETA members noted the appearance of small
terrestrial orchid species which had not been observed in the unburnt forests. The photo below
shows what has become a typical forest floor situation, faced by terrestrial orchids, in the past
decade or more. A continuous layer of litter, presents a very effective barrier to any small orchid
flower ever seeing the light of day.
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Permanently Protected Native Forest, with a Litter Load of Material up to 6mm Diameter, Weighing 20
Tonnes Per Hectare and an Additional 10 Tonnes Per Hectare of 6-20mm Material

The opportunities for private property landowners, who have an interest in maintaining or restoring
ecological values on their properties, while making an economic return through the sale of forest
products, are being eliminated by lockup and neglect planning policies and codes. LLS must
challenge the "permanent protection" myth that underpins much of the NSW PNF Codes
environmental provisions, if private native forests are to continue to make a social and economic
contribution to land owners and regional communities. It is unfair that the cost of public land
management failure, to properly protect iconic species, is being shifted to private land owners.
Through policy instruments such as the Koala SEPP 2019, the lockup and neglect environmental
policies, that have been an abject failure on public land, are now be foisted onto millions of hectares
of private land, particularly native forests and grasslands. Private native forests have in the past,
provided habitat for species such as the Hastings River Mouse and Masked Owl, that forage and
hunt in more open forests with a grassy understorey. As active management of these forests is
stifled, the above species and many others will be disadvantaged by the increasing area of scrubbed
up forest.
Most of the fire prescriptions, including the Rural Fire Service (RFS) Bush Fire Environmental
Assessment Code Appendix Interval Table are written from a terra nullius ecological perspective,
which ignores the role Aboriginal fire management had in the evolution of the Australian biota. One
private property owner in southern NSW has established burning trials to demonstrate the
favourable impact of regular low intensity burning on native flowers, compared to fire exclusion.

Wildflower Response to Regular Low Intensity Fire (RHS) Compared to the Unburnt Control on the LHS in
Both Photos
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Recommendation 7
It is recommended that the Local Land Services staff take a leading role in resetting environmental
protection measures that affect private native forestry. The policies must facilitate active
management and not burden forest owners with a growing green tape burden, that, in the end,
deliver perverse environmental outcomes.
4. Forest Fuels and Sustainable Forest Management
Many of the prescriptions in all codes, specify that fire must be excluded from buffer and other
"permanently protected" areas of the forest. The inevitable outcome of this management approach
has been clearly demonstrated during the 2019-20 fire season.

Lack of regular low intensity burning in native forests, has broader implications for forest health than
just more frequent high intensity wildfires. Research in south east NSW has shown long term
exclusion of fire causes changes to soil chemistry and these changes affect forest health.
Some key findings of the research were: The quantities of extractable mineral N in the unburnt soils
(2.3 kg N ha_1) were about twice the levels in the burnt soils (1.2 kg N ha_1). The pH of the surface
soil (4.4 in 1:1 water) in the regularly burnt area was higher than in the unburnt area (pH 4.1) and
the exchangeable aluminium also differed (0.62 c mol_1 in the burnt area and 1.3 c mol_1 in the
unburnt).
The researchers (Turner, Lambert, Jurskis and Bi) also noted: The repeatedly burnt plots had lower
levels of both litter and understorey and the overstorey trees generally had healthier crowns than in
the unburnt plots.
The healthier trees in repeatedly burnt, higher soil pH areas align with agricultural research, which
has shown declining soil pH increases the availability of aluminium and manganese, which affect
agricultural crop health and productivity.
Over the past 16 years, the Rural Fire Service (RFS) has overseen a 70 percent decline in fuel
reduction burning. It is unlikely to be mere chance, that over the past decade or more, forest
dieback has affected significantly larger areas of forest.
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Long Unburnt Forest, a Shrubby Understorey, Mature Trees and Young, Have Crowns Dominated by
Epicormic Shoots

The PNF Codes just guide landowners to the Rural Fire Service or local government for approvals to
burn. There is no recognition in the Codes that frequent low intensity fuel reduction burning is a key
part of mitigating wildfire risk and in ensuring healthy, sustainable native forests. Healthy forests are
important for conservation, as well as timber production and catchment protection. Unhealthy and
heavily burnt forests have potential negative impacts on species dependent on flowering eucalypts.
The flowering capacity of eucalypts, with predominantly epicormic crowns, is typically less than 20
percent of the flowering capacity of healthy trees.
SETA has made recommendation to the NSW Bush Fire Enquiry that the Bush Fire Environmental
Assessment Code Appendix Interval Table for SFAZs and LMZs be reviewed to reduce current
minimum interval between fuel reduction burns, for the reasons set out above.
Recommendation 8
If the PNF Codes are to support the long-term ecologically sustainable management of native
forests on private land, it is recommended that the four Codes be amended to specifically
recognise, regular low intensity burning is a key element of long term sustainable forest
management.
5. Wildfire and Catchment Water Yield
After the 2003 wildfires affected a significant area of the Murray River catchment, the CSIRO
undertook research to gauge the impact of subsequent regrowth on catchment water yield. The
modelling showed soon after the fires, water yield from 700,000 hectares of fire affected forest in
NE Victoria would increase by 40 gigalitres per annum. This increase came with significant post fire
water quality issues.
By 2020, the modelling indicated that water yield from the fire affected forests would decline by 80
gigalitres or 80,000 million litres, compared to pre-fire output. Over 5 million hectares were burnt in
in NSW in 2019-20. With a potentially drier climate and forests with more understorey and
overstorey, using more water than ever, this issue has serious implications for all towns, cities and
irrigators reliant on water from NSW catchments.
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Research has been undertaken in Western Australia on thinning of forests in water catchments to
increase water yield.

Thinning regrowth forest increases runoff
Increase of water yield shown from 60 ha research trial
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Graph from Higgins research catchment, South West Western Australia

Recommendation 9
It is recommended that Local Land Services establish a working group to establish a framework for
sustainable private native forest management. The framework must establish a management
principles, that optimise forest values, including biodiversity, forest health, water and timber
production. The framework will provide a lead to government land management agencies and will
show that superior social, environmental and economic values can be delivered relative to the one
dimensional framework established under the Koala State Environment Planning Policy 2019.
Peter Rutherford BSc (Forestry)
SETA Secretary
Made on behalf of South East Timber Association members.
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